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ATTACHMENT 2 
 
Battery Conditioner 
 
The recommended way of maintaining battery health when DB9 is stationery for long periods of 
time, is to use the Battery Conditioner.  The power socket for this can be found on the right hand 
side of the boot/trunk next to the Battery Off switch.  The Battery Conditioner, which is supplied 
with the vehicle, is plugged into this socket and then into a mains supply.  It can be left in this 
state indefinitely. 
 
Note: when the Battery Conditioner is in use, the car has to be left unlocked as the boot needs to 
be left open slightly to avoid the mains power lead causing damage to the boot seal.  The boot 
light extinguishes automatically after 30 minutes even with the boot open.  However, the 
advantage of using the Battery Conditioner instead of the BDS, is that this avoids the need to 
reprogram the radio preset stations and seats, (see below) and that the car can be left stationery 
indefinitely with minimal risk of damage to the battery. 
 
Battery Disconnect Switch (BDS) 
 
The BDS is positioned on the right hand side of the boot/trunk.  Pressing this button will shut 
down all electrical systems, except: 
• Vehicle access via the electronic remote control hand set 
• Engine immobiliser (PATS) 
• Alarm functions 
• Window memory 
• Time clock 
• ‘Tracker’ Security System (UK only) 
 

 
 
Activating this mode will typically mean that the vehicle can be left stationery for up to 70 days 
(instead of 35-45 days) without any long term damage to the battery, assuming the battery was in 
a good state of initial charge.  NB: in the UK, the fitment of the Tracker Security System reduces 
the 70 days to approximately under 31 days. 
 
To reactivate all of the electronic systems and to start the car, the battery Reactivation Button has 
to be pressed.  The battery Reactivation Button is positioned underneath the rear right hand seat.  
The seat cushion is attached with Velcro and can be taken out by firmly pulling it upwards and 
towards the front seats.  The yellow Reactivation Button is then clearly visible, and once pressed 
all electronic systems will be reactivated.  The seat cushion can then be repositioned and pushed 
firmly back into place. 
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It is vital that the reactivation process is explained to owner’s at the Dealer handover, as 
once the BDS is pressed, the glove box is locked for added security, thus the owner will not 
be able to open it to get to the Owner’s Guide. 
 
To avoid the BDS being activated by accident (e.g. by luggage in the boot/trunk moving around 
whilst the car is in motion) it is protected by a cover.  Additionally the BDS is disabled when the 
engine is running, or the key is in the ignition, in key position I or II. 
 
If the BDS was activated by accident when the vehicle is stationary, the driver would not be able 
to start the car.  The driver however can tell if the BDS has been activated by turning the key to 
ignition position II. 
 
If BDS has been activated the following will be evident: 
 
• The central Starter Button will NOT illuminate red, (once the clutch has been depressed on a 

manual gearbox car) 
• The red lamps on the PRND switches on the central console will all be illuminated 
• The Engine MIL lamp on the instrument pack will NOT be switched on 
• The Gear Position Indicator Display (GPID) and message centre will display dashes instead of 

gear position, or PRND location 
• The mileage recorder Odometer and Trip will display dashes 
• Warnings lamps such as ABS, DSC and Brake will be illuminated 
 

 
 
Once the Battery Reactivation Button has been pressed and the electrical systems reactivated, the 
radio station presets will need to be reselected and memorised, and the front seats may need to 
be reprogrammed.  Under normal conditions where the seat position has not been adjusted since 
keying on, normal functionality will be retained.  If however the seat has been adjusted since 
keying on, it will lose functionality and will need to be reprogrammed.  The process to 
reprogrammed the seats function is: 
 
• Power the seat all the way forward until the seat stops, then hold for 1-2 seconds 
• Power the front of the seat up to its maximum height, then hold for 1-2 seconds 
• Power the rear of the seat up to its maximum height, then hold for 1-2 seconds 
 
This procedure needs to be done for both front seats, one after the other in any order. 


